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12 Years a Slave

 

 

Directed by Steve McQueen Starring Chiwetel Ejiofor and Michael Fassbender
and Benedict Cumberbatch and Paul Dano
Released in 2014 by Twentieth Century-Fox
DVD-Video, English, 134 minutes.

ISBN: 0024543880967 UPC: 024543880967

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

About Time

 

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/users/manhasset/web/nl_22.html#book1
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/users/manhasset/web/nl_22.html#book2
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/users/manhasset/web/nl_22.html#book3
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=12%20Years%20a%20Slave&isbn=0024543880967&lauthor=McQueen&fauthor=Steve
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@firstpage-url
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@previouspage-url


 

Directed by Richard Curtis Starring Rachel McAdams and Domhnall Gleeson
and Bill Nighy and Tom Hollander
Released in 2014 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 124 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192167096 UPC: 025192167096

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

Applause

 

 

Directed by Rouben Mamoulian Directed by Martin Zandvliet Starring Helen
Morgan and Joan Peers and Fuller, Jr Mellish
Released in 2013 by Kino Video
DVD-Video, , 95 minutes.

ISBN: 0738329121020 UPC: 738329121020

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Critically acclaimed alcoholic actress Thea Barfoed (Paprika Steen) has gone through turmoil, resulting
in a divorce and the loss of custody of her two boys. Eager to break with the past, regain control over her
life and get her children back, she uses charm and manipulation to persuade her ex husband, Christian,
that she is able to take back the mantle of motherhood; but ironically, she has not completely convinced
herself. On stage, Thea plays "Martha," the aggressive and wounded wife in "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolfe"? Off stage, the actress is mixed up in a drama that has many of the same tragic, toxic
ingredients. As Thea contends with the rigorous demands of stage life and a past that haunts her, she
must face her inner demons. But what she and her family both know is that Thea is Thea, a prima donna
better suited to acting her heart out than living an ordinary life.

 

Autumn Sonata 

 

 

Directed by Ingmar Bergman Starring Ingrid Bergman and Liv Ullmann and
Lena Nyman
Released in 2013 by Rlj Ent/Sphe
DVD-Video, Swedish, 93 minutes.

ISBN: 0715515110112 UPC: 715515110112

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=About%20Time&isbn=0025192167096&lauthor=Curtis&fauthor=Richard
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Applause&isbn=0738329121020&lauthor=Mamoulian&fauthor=Rouben
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@previouspage-url
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@nextpage-url


 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

A Norwegian pastor's plain wife resents her visiting mother, a famous concert pianist.

 

Best of an Evening at the Improv

 

 

Released in 2013 by E1
DVD-Video, , 720 minutes.

ISBN: 0880934124498 UPC: 880934124498

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

Book Thief

 

 

Directed by Brian Percival Starring Geoffrey Rush and Emily Watson and Sophie
Nelisse and Ben Schnetzer
Released in 2014 by Twentieth Century-Fox
DVD-Video, English, 125 minutes.

ISBN: 0024543886563 UPC: 024543886563

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.
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Broken Circle Breakdown

 

 

Directed by Felix Van Groeningen Starring Veerle Baetens and Johan Heldenbergh and Nell Cattrysse
and Geert Van Rampelberg
Released in 2014 by Uni Dist Corp. (New Video
DVD-Video, English, 111 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192229794 UPC: 025192229794

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Elise (Veerle Baetens) and Didier (Johan Heldenbergh) fall in love at first sight. She has her own tattoo
shop and he plays the banjo in a bluegrass band. They bond over their shared enthusiasm for American
music and culture, and dive headfirst into a sweeping romance that plays out on and off stage -- but
when an unexpected tragedy hits their new family, everything they know and love is tested. An intensely
moving portrait of a relationship from beginning to end, propelled by a soundtrack of foot-stomping
bluegrass, The Broken Circle Breakdown is a romantic melodrama of the highest order.

 

Dallas Buyers Club

 

 

Directed by Jean-Marc Vallee Starring Matthew McConaughey and Jennifer
Garner and Jared Leto and Steve Zahn
Released in 2014 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 117 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192211430 UPC: 025192211430

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

In the fact-based drama, Spirit Award winner Matthew McConaughey portrays real-life Texas
electrician Ron Woodroof, an ordinary man who found himself in a life-or-death battle with the medical
establishment and pharmaceutical companies. In 1985, Ron was blindsided by being diagnosed as
HIV-positive and given 30 days to live. With the U.S. still internally divided over how to combat the virus
and restricting medications, Ron grabbed hold of non-toxic alternative treatments from all over the world
by means both legal and illegal. Seeking to avoid government sanctions against selling non-approved
medicines and supplements, he established a "buyers club," which fellow HIV-positive people could join
for access to his supplies.

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Broken%20Circle%20Breakdown&isbn=0025192229794&lauthor=Groeningen&fauthor=Felix
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Dallas%20Buyers%20Club&isbn=0025192211430&lauthor=Vallee&fauthor=Jean-Marc


 

 

Grandmaster

 

 

Directed by Wong Kar Wai Directed by Kar Wai Wong Starring Tony Leung and
Ziyi Zhang and Tony Leung Chiu Wai
Released in 2014 by Tcfhe/Anchor Bay/Starz
DVD-Video, Cantonese, .

ISBN: 0013132611549 UPC: 013132611549

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Directed by acclaimed filmmaker Wong Kar Wai, THE GRANDMASTER is an epic action feature
inspired by the life and times of the legendary kung fu master, Ip Man. The story spans the tumultuous
Republican era that followed the fall of China's last dynasty, a time of chaos, division and war that was
also the golden age of Chinese martial arts. Filmed in a range of stunning locations that include the
snow-swept landscapes of Northeast China and the subtropical South, THE GRANDMASTER features
virtuoso performances by some of the greatest stars of contemporary Asian cinema, including Tony
Leung and Ziyi Zhang.

 

Gravity 

 

 

Directed by Alfonso Cuaron Voice Talents of Ed Harris Voice Talents of Orto
Ignatiussen Voice Talents of Phaldut Sharma Voice Talents of Amy Warren
Released in 2014 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 91 minutes.

ISBN: 0883929242528 UPC: 883929242528

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

Hunger Games 

 

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Grandmaster&isbn=0013132611549&lauthor=Wai&fauthor=Wong
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Gravity%20&isbn=0883929242528&lauthor=Cuaron&fauthor=Alfonso


 

Directed by Francis Lawrence Starring Jennifer Lawrence and Willow Shields and
Elizabeth Banks and Josh Hutcherson
Released in 2014 by Lions Gate Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, English, .

ISBN: 0031398181514 UPC: 031398181514

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Originally released as a motion picture in 2013.

 

Inside Llewyn Davis 

 

 

Directed by Ethan Coen Directed by Joel Coen Starring Oscar Isaac and Carey
Mulligan and John Goodman
Released in 2014 by Sony Pictures Home Ent
DVD-Video, English, 104 minutes.

ISBN: 0043396428621 UPC: 043396428621

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS follows a week in the life of a young folk singer as he navigates the Greenwich
Village folk scene of 1961. LLEWYN DAVIS (OSCAR ISAAC) is at a crossroads. Guitar in tow, huddled
against the unforgiving New York winter, he is struggling to make it as a musician against seemingly
insurmountable obstacles-some of them of his own making. Living at the mercy of both friends and
strangers, scaring up what work he can find, Llewyn's misadventures take him from the baskethouses of
the Village to an empty Chicago club-on an odyssey to audition for a music mogul -and back again.

 

Jewtopia

 

 

Directed by Bryan Fogel Starring Ivan Sergei and Jennifer Love Hewitt and Joel
David Moore and Jamie-Lynn Sigler
Released in 2014 by Uni Dist Corp. (New Video
DVD-Video, , 90 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192217210 UPC: 025192217210

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Hunger%20Games%20&isbn=0031398181514&lauthor=Lawrence&fauthor=Francis
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Inside%20Llewyn%20Davis%20&isbn=0043396428621&lauthor=Coen&fauthor=Ethan


 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Inspired from the international smash hit play seen by over a million people, JEWTOPIA stars Ivan
Sergei, Joel David Moore, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jon Lovitz, Rita Wilson, Tom Arnold, Peter Stormare,
Camryn Manheim, Jamie-Lynn Sigler, Wendie Malick, Nicollette Sheridan, Phil Rosenthal, Christine
Lakin, Hayes MacArthur and Lin Shaye. The story is about Christian O'Connell (Sergei) and Adam
Lipschitz (Moore) -- two childhood friends who reunite as adults to help each other land the women of
their dreams. Chris wants to marry Allison (Hewitt), a Jewish girl, so that he'll never have to make
another decision for as long as he lives. Adam is on the verge of getting married to Hannah (Sigler), a
woman he is not content with. When Chris enlists Adam's help in pretending to be Jewish so that Allison
will date him, cultures collide and chaos ensues!

 

Last Days on Mars

 

 

Directed by Ruairi Robinson Starring Liev Schreiber and Romola Garai and
Elias Koteas and Olivia Williams
Released in 2014 by Magnolia Pict Hm Ent
DVD-Video, English, 98 minutes.

ISBN: 0876964006309 UPC: 876964006309

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Originally released as a 2013 motion picture.

 

Nebraska

 

 

Directed by Alexander Payne Starring Will Forte and Bruce Dern and June Squibb
and Stacy Keach
Released in 2014 by Paramount Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 114 minutes.

ISBN: 0097363457442 UPC: 097363457442

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Jewtopia&isbn=0025192217210&lauthor=Fogel&fauthor=Bryan
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Last%20Days%20on%20Mars&isbn=0876964006309&lauthor=Robinson&fauthor=Ruairi
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Nebraska&isbn=0097363457442&lauthor=Payne&fauthor=Alexander


 

 

You Will Be My Son

 

Directed by Gilles Legrand Starring Niels Arestrup and Lorant Deutsch and
Patrick Chesnais and Anne Marivin
Released in 2014 by E1
DVD-Video, French, 102 minutes.

ISBN: 0741952766094 UPC: 741952766094

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Paul de Marseul (Niels Aretrup) is the passionate, demanding proprietor of his prestigious family wine
estate. But he has no faith in his son, Martin (Lorant Deutsch), who works at the vineyard. Paul dreams
of a harder-working, successful son--a dream that one day seemingly materializes when he meets Philippe
(Nicolas Bridet), the son of his dying estate manager (Patrick Chesnais). Can Paul turn against his own
blood and turn Philippe into the rightful heir of his family estate? Shot on location in the French region
of Saint Emilion at the Chateau Clos Fourtet, You Will Be My Son deeply explores the meaning of work,
love, and family.

 

Out of the Furnace

 

Directed by Scott Cooper Starring Christian Bale and Zoe Saldana and Woody
Harrelson and Casey Affleck
Released in 2014 by Twentieth Century-Fox
DVD-Video, English, 116 minutes.

ISBN: 0024543890553 UPC: 024543890553

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

From Scott Cooper, the critically-acclaimed writer and director of Crazy Heart, comes a gripping and
gritty drama about family, fate, circumstance, and justice. Russell Baze (Christian Bale) has a rough life:
he works a dead-end blue collar job at the local steel mill by day, and cares for his terminally ill father by
night. When Russell's brother Rodney (Casey Affleck) returns home from serving time in Iraq, he gets
lured into one of the most ruthless crime rings in the Northeast and mysteriously disappears. The police
fail to crack the case, so - with nothing left to lose - Russell takes matters into his own hands, putting his
life on the line to seek justice for his brother.

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=You%20Will%20Be%20My%20Son&isbn=0741952766094&lauthor=Legrand&fauthor=Gilles
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Out%20of%20the%20Furnace&isbn=0024543890553&lauthor=Cooper&fauthor=Scott


 

Patience Stone

 

 

Directed by Atiq Rahimi Starring Golshifteh Farahani and Massi Mrowat and
Hamid Djavadan and Hassina Burgan
Released in 2014 by Sony Pictures Home Ent
DVD-Video, English, .

ISBN: 0043396427365 UPC: 043396427365

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

Rush

 

 

Directed by Ron Howard Starring Chris Hemsworth and Daniel Bruhl and Olivia
Wilde and Alexandra Maria Lara
Released in 2014 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 123 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192150562 UPC: 025192150562

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

The epic action-drama stars Chris Hemsworth (The Avengers) as the charismatic Englishman James
Hunt and Daniel Bruhl (Inglourious Basterds) as the disciplined Austrian perfectionist Niki Lauda,
whose clashes on the Grand Prix racetrack epitomized the contrast between these two extraordinary
characters, a distinction reflected in their private lives. Set against the sexy and glamorous golden age of
Formula 1 racing, Rush portrays the exhilarating true story of two of the greatest rivals the world has
ever witnessed--handsome English playboy Hunt and his methodical, brilliant opponent, Lauda. Taking
us into their personal lives on and off the track, Rush follows the two drivers as they push themselves to
the breaking point of physical and psychological endurance, where there is no shortcut to victory and no
margin for error. If you make one mistake, you die.

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Patience%20Stone&isbn=0043396427365&lauthor=Rahimi&fauthor=Atiq
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Rush&isbn=0025192150562&lauthor=Howard&fauthor=Ron


 

Thor

 

 

Directed by Alan Taylor Starring Chris Hemsworth and Tom Hiddleston and
Christopher Eccleston and Natalie Portman
Released in 2014 by Buena Vista Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, English, 112 minutes.

ISBN: 0786936839500 UPC: 786936839500

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Marvel's "Thor: The Dark World" continues the adventures of Thor, the Mighty Avenger, as he battles
to save Earth and all the Nine Realms from a shadowy enemy that predates the universe itself. In the
aftermath of Marvel's "Thor" and "Marvel's The Avengers," Thor fights to restore order across the
cosmos...but an ancient race led by the vengeful Malekith returns to plunge the universe back into
darkness. Faced with an enemy that even Odin and Asgard cannot withstand, Thor must embark on his
most perilous and personal journey yet, one that will reunite him with Jane Foster and force him to
sacrifice everything to save us all.
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